
Autumn
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Name..........................................................



The Bonfire at Night

Read the poem and answer the  
following questions.

 
 

 
You gobble up the old tree tops. 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
lovely  

Adapted from ‘The Bonfire at Night’  
by Enid Blyton



The Bonfire at Night
 

 

 

 
fruits and vegetables               paper and cardboard 

 

___________________________ and ________________________

___________________________ and ________________________

___________________________ and ________________________

___________________________ and ________________________

used the words crack and pop

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

Autumn Compound Nouns

 
compound noun.

door + step = doorstep

h___________ + h_____________ = ______________________

p___________ + c___________ = ________________________

s___________ + c___________ = ________________________

b___________ + b___________ = ________________________



Pumpkin Crossword
 
Across
2. I scrunch the leaves joyfully. The word highlighted in 
this sentence is an _________.

____________

5. Autumn is a wonderful season of excitement and 
cheerfulness. The highlighted part of these words is  
called a _________.

6. What a blustery
sentence is an _________.

Down

_________ tense.

__________ 
is missing from this sentence.

in the _________ tense.

____________ .

The Bonfire at Night
 

 

 
 

it below.

________________________________________________________

a bonfire.

________________________________________________________



Seasonal Suffixes
Choose a suffix from below to add into each autumn 

ness

 

_______
out for hedgehogs.

 

3. The end of summer brings some sad_______.

 

4. The trees are so colour_______ 

 

_______.

 

6. I ate a big mouth_______

-ful -ness -less -ment

Pumpkin Crossword

1

2

3 4

5

6 7



The Tale of Squirrel Nutkin
 

_______________________________________________ 

 _______________________________________________

 

_________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________

Seasonal Suffixes
 

_______.

 

_______.

 

_______.

 
 

wonder_______ 

 

11. The squirrel buries his nuts quiet_______.

 
 

_______.

-ful -ness -ly -ment



Contraction Conkers

and add an apostrophe to turn them into a 

 

 
I can’t wait for Halloween. 

 
 

________________________________ 

 

________________________________

 

________________________________ 

 

 

________________________________

can not

should have

had not

will

would not

The Tale of Squirrel Nutkin
 

 

_________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________

_________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________



The Tale of Squirrel Nutkin
 

squirrels came out of the wood and down to the edge  

spread out his tail for a sail.

Sentence Function Trees

match the sentences to their function.

When is   
is in  

October.

What  
beautiful  
leaves on 
the trees

 
these nights 

 
some wood 

I 
have 

collected more 
than 50 

Never touch What time  
does it 

Statement 
Tree

Command 
Tree

Question 
Tree

Exclamation 
Tree



Sentence Function Trees
 

 

Statement Tree:

________________________________________________________

Question Tree:

________________________________________________________

Exclamation Tree:

________________________________________________________

Command Tree:

________________________________________________________

The Tale of Squirrel Nutkin
The Tale of  

Squirrel Nutkin and answer the following questions.

This is a tale about a tail. A tail that belonged to a 

with trees and nut bushes; and amongst those trees 

house of an owl who 
is called Old Brown.



November Noun Phrases
 

_____________________________

_____________________________

_____________________________

_____________________________

_____________________________

_____________________________ 

_____________________________

Hedgehogs
Read the following text about hedgehogs 
and answer the following questions.

Hedgehogs can be found almost 

live on mountainsides because there is not much 

them to nest.

What do they look like?

are called hoglets. Adult hedgehogs have long 

What do they eat?

pleased to see a hedgehog.



Hedgehogs
 

 
summer months.

No milk for hedgehogs!

 
Hedgehog Habits
Hedgehogs visit a lot of gardens. You could have as 

sometimes need rescuing from getting their heads 

November Noun Phrases



Hedgehogs
 

noun phrase in the text and write it below.

________________________________________________________

• ______________________________________________________

• ______________________________________________________

• ______________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

Hedgehogs
 

not

 
cities                           gardens

 

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________


